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Abstract: The improvement of the local ties between different observation methods (GPS, 
VLBI, etc.) improves the quality of the ITRF considerably. The IVS reference point of a 
VLBI radio telescope is defined as the intersection between the azimuth- and elevation-axis 
or, if they do not intersect, the intersection of the right-angle projection from the elevation-
axis onto the azimuth-axis. In the past, these axes have been estimated by fitting 3D circles, 
e.g. (Eschelbach et al., 2003) or (Dawson et al., 2006). The data acquisition for the 
determination of the circles requires that the telescope has to be moved into clearly defined 
positions; therefore, the basic station process (data gathering for the intrinsic telescope task) is 
disturbed. In this paper we present an alternative mathematical model, which computes the 
reference point without circle fitting. This algorithm does not need observations from 
predefined telescope positions and therefore the station's downtime can be reduced. The 
parameter estimation of this non-linear problem is implemented in two steps. At first we are 
using the Levenberg-Marquardt-Algorithm for a pre-evaluation to find stable approximate 
values (Madsen et al., 2004), which we use for the main least-square-model in a second step.  
1. INTRODUCTION  
The reference point of a VLBI radio telescope is defined as the intersection between the 
azimuth- and elevation-axis. If these axes do not intersect, the reference point is the right 
angle projection from the elevation-axis onto the azimuth-axis. As a rule the two axes of this 
telescope will be derived by 3D circle fitting and the invariant reference point will be 
estimated. For this the telescope rotates around one axis while the second axis is fixed and 
some targets on the telescope side will be observed by a theodolite or an instrument like that. 
This is done step by step. The trajectory of every target corresponds to a circle. The centre 
points of these circles are also points of the rotation axis and will be used to approximate this 
axis. For the determination of axis wobble, the process must be repeated for many different 
telescope orientations, whereas the orientation angles are not needed with high accuracy. 
Getting the reference point by minimization the orthogonal distance (eccentricity) between the 
approximated elevation- and azimuth-axis is the final step. A detailed description of this way 
of doing is published e.g. in (Eschelbach et al., 2003) or (Dawson et al., 2006). 
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Nowadays, optical tracking measuring instruments like a robot tacheometers and laser 
trackers enable possibilities to replace this time-consuming method, because the necessary 
data can be gathered while the telescope is moving and eventually doing its intrinsic task. If 
the conventional circle fitting method shall be applied, the circle model has to be expanded to 
a torus-like structure to approximate the whole unstr ctured data set. The dimension of the 
torus depends on the distance between the target and the elevation-axis; and the torus is very 
thin due to the small – and unknown – eccentricity between the azimuth-axis and the 
elevation-axis. Therefore, the results for the unknow  parameters (at least the eccentricity) 
become uncertain. 
Therefore will present an alternative method to estimate the reference point without circle (or 
torus) fitting in this paper. The mathematical model uses the 3D coordinates from targets on 
the side of the telescope as auxiliary parameters. Although the model requires the elevation 
angles and the azimuth angles assigned to the measuring time of the specific target to get the 
connection between the telescope´s orientation and the local site network, the suggested 
algorithm does not need observations assigned to predefined telescope positions. The method 
can roughly be compared to solving two datasets for specific transformation parameters. To 
solve the non-linear-problem the use of a damped Gauß-Newton-Method called Levenberg-
Marquardt-Algorithm, which is briefly described in section 3.3, provides a first reliable set of 
approximate values for the main least-square-model. 
2. CONDITIONS AND RESTRICTIONS 
2.1. Coordinate systems 
There are two different coordinate systems to distinguish between. Both are defined as 
mathematical (right-handed), cartesian coordinate systems. Firstly there is the standard 
observation Obsx , Obsy , Obsz  system from the observation instrument. This one can be the 
local site network at the station and does not need a detailed description. The second one is 
the telescope system Telx , Tely , Telz ,. It is defined by the following: 
• Origin of the coordinate system is the reference point 
• The x-axis is parallel to the elevation-axis 
• The z-axis corresponds to the azimuth-axis of the telescope 
• The y-axis is normal to the x- and z-axis 
The telescope system rotates around the z-axis relatively to the fixed geodetic observation 
system by the azimuth angle. 
2.2. Restrictions 
An ideal radio telescope is not given. Because of this, the mathematical model has to allow 
for some restrictions on rather corrections, which are shown in figure 1. They are parts of the 
unknown parameters, which are estimated, too. There are three deviations related to the 
construction of the telescope. 
1. The elevation- and azimuth-axis do not intersect. There is an eccentricity between 
these axes. 
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2. The angle between the elevation- and azimuth-axis are not right-angled, therefore 
there is a tiny correction angle. 
3. The azimuth-axis and the z-axis of the observation system are not parallel to each 
other but differ by a small angle. 
In addition, the positions of the observation-targets on the side of the telescope are arbitrarily. 
Only the direction of rotation and the magnitude between two telescope orientations are the 
same (figure 4 in section 3.1). So, every angle gets a correction value for the specific target, 
too. To demonstrate the first and the third restriction (the second one is quite conceivable and 
not shown), in Figure 1 the observation coordinate systems is shift while the z-axis intersects 
the azimuth-axis of the telescope. 
 
 
Figure 1: Restrictions (eccentricity and inclination), for clearness shown in the coordinate 
system Obsx' , Obsy' , Obsz' , which emantes from the observation system Obsx , Obsy , Obsz  by 
translation 
3. MATHEMATICAL MODEL 
3.1. Derivation 
Due to the restrictions 1 and 2, which result in additional parameters, all the unknown 
parameters can not be solved in a one-step Helmert-Transformation. Therefore, in this section 
we present the derivation of the new mathematical model by a step by step introduction for 
one target. In the end of the section we obtain three t ansform equations, which can be used to 
estimate the invariant reference point RP  in a closed mathematical model. In the following 
the superior index is used to denote the result of a transformation equation, in this case 
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Firstly, we adopt that the two defined coordinate systems in section 2.1 are congruent to each 
other. So, the observation coordinate system is equal to the telescope coordinate system. In 
the course of the derivation the difference between th se coordinate systems will be explained 
and the transformation formulas will be given. A general point P  of the rotational solid is 
defined under disregard for every restriction and without any telescope twist, that means, that 
the telescope orientation angles are zeros, as 
 [ ]Tab 01 =P , (1) 
whereas b  is the distance along the x-axis and a  is the shortest distance between the point P  
and the x-axis of the point coordinate system, which is denoted by an apostrophe and move on 
to the telescope system in the end (note figure 3 and 4). The z-value is set to zero, because the 
elevation-angle Ε  (Epsilon) is set to zero and therefore 0sin1 =Ε⋅= azP . So, the point P , 
which is represented by the target 1,1T  in figure 2, lies within the xy-plane. 
 
 
Figure 2: Point definition 
 
If the telescope rotates around the elevation-axis by an angle Ε , the point P  is the result of 

















































X PRP , (2) 
whereas ( )ΕXR  describes the rotation matrix for a rotation with the elevation-angle Ε  around 
the x-axis. An eccentric distance e between the two telescope axes, see the first restriction in 
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ePEccP . (3) 
The non-orthogonality between the axes of the telescope is the second restriction. It can be 





























































γ PRP  (4) 
 
 
Figure 3: Connection between the point system and the telescope system 
So far the two defined coordinate systems in section 2.1 are congruent to each other because 
there are no twists or translations. However, the target representing point P  rotates with the 
telescope around the azimuth-axis. This rotation ca be described by the rotation matrix 











































PRP  (5) 
The third restriction in section 2.2 was the non-parallelism between the z-axis of the local 
network coordinate system and the azimuth-axis of the radio telescope. To model this 
inclination two rotations and correction-angles areneeded. The rotation around the y-axis 
with an angle α  rotates the azimuth-axis into the xz-plane. The second rotation around the x-
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The point P  is then described by the equation: 
 ( ) ( ) ( ) 5,57 , PRPRRP ⋅=⋅⋅= βααβ XYYX  (7) 
Finally, a translation vector is added; that describes the connection between the origins of the 
two coordinate systems. This vector RP  includes the coordinates of the invariant telescope 
reference point. So, we get the three transformation equations – one for each coordinate-
component –, which can be written as matrix addition: 
 7PPP += R  (8) 
Remember the different orientations problem between th  targets and the radio telescope in 
section 2.2. In order to use the azimuth- and elevation-angle of the telescope to transform the 
point P  between the two coordinate systems, add the orientat o  corrections ΑO  and ΕO  to 
these angles, refer figure 4: 
 Α+Α=Α OP  (9) 
 Ε+Ε=Ε OP  (10) 
The elevation correction angle ΕO  is to estimate for every specific target T separately 
whereas the azimuth correction angle ΑO is fixed for all targets. 
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The three transformation equations – one for each coordinate-component – in the section 
above can be used to estimate the telescope reference point RP  by a least-square-adjustment 
called Gauß-Helmert-Model. The (error-free) observation parameters L̂  to solve the non-
linear problem ( )XL ˆ,ˆF  include the 3D coordinates Tepoiepoiepoi TiiTiT ZYX ],,[ ,,,  of the several 
targets 
iT
epoiT , , furthermore the telescope orientation angles 
iT
epoi ,Α  and 
iT
epoi ,Ε , whereas i  is 
the number of the specific target and 
iT
epo  the associated observation epoch. If 1T  is the first 
target, the observations can be written as: 
 [ ] 1,1,1,1,1,11,11,11,11,11,1111
11111
,,,,,,,,,,ˆ vvLL +ΕΑΕΑ=+= Tepoepoepoepoepo TTTTT ZYXZYX K  (11) 
with L̂  are the true values of the observation L . 
The vector of unknown parameters X̂ can be classified in two groups: 
• fixed parameters constX̂  and 
• target-depended parameters ett argX̂ . 
The eight fixed parameters are the 3D coordinates [ ]TPPP RRR ZYX ,,  of the reference point RP , 
the eccentricity e between the telescope axes, the small angles α  and β  to correct the 
inclination, the angle γ  to correct the non-orthogonality between the axes and the azimuth 
orientation correction ΑO . For every target the number of unknown parameters raises up by 
three. These target-depended parameters are the disance values a  and b  along the axes with 
reference to the reference point RP  and the telescope coordinate system and the elevation 
correction angle ΕO . The number of unknown parameters u  is: 
 muuu ettconst ⋅+=+= 38arg . (12) 









, , (13) 
whereas m  is the number of targets. 
The described transformation equations are non-linear; therefore they have to be linearised by 
a first-order Taylor expansion at first: 





























The function of minimisation of this Gauß-Helmert-Model is given by e.g. (Niemeier, 2002) 
as follows: 
 ( ) min21 →++⋅+=Ω − wAxBvkvQv TLLT  (15) 
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LL . (16) 
Whereas A  is the Jacobian-matrix, which contains the partial derivatives with respect to the 
parameters X , B  is the design matrix of conditions, which contains the partial derivatives 
with respect to the observations L , w  is the vector of contradictions, LLQ  is the cofactor 
matrix of the observations L , x  is the vector of increments and the vector k  consists of so 
called Laplace multipliers. 
The Gauß-Helmert-Model needs like every optimization method approximate values 0X  for 
the unknown parameters, which are updated by every iteration: 
 xXX += 0ˆ . (17) 
At each iteration the estimated values X̂ will be used as approximate values 0X . This 
determination has to be repeated until the improvements are converging towards zero. The 
number of iterations is depending on the quality of the approximate values 0X . To get a first 
reliable solution the Levenberg-Marquardt-Algorithm, which is briefly described in the next 
section, can be used. 
3.3. Levenberg-Marquardt-Algorithm 
To solve a non-linear least-square problem reliable, in 1944 Kenneth Levenberg published the 
suggestion to use a so called method of damped least square (Levenberg, 1944), which 
Donald Marquardt took up again in 1963. The Levenberg-Marquardt-Algorithm, named after 
its developer, is a hybrid method between the method of steepest descent (also called as: 
gradient descent direction) and the Gauß-Newton-Method. Both ones are able to solve a non-
linear problem iteratively. The main-differences betw en these methods are the number of 
required iterations and therefore the runtime and the different convergence criteria.  
The Levenberg-Marquardt-Algorithm is an iterative mthod and locates the minimum of a 
function F  in respect to the unknown parameters X  and is a standard technique for non-
linear least-square problems (Lourakis, 2005). The damped Gauß-Newton-Method is be 
described in (Marquardt, 1963) by the equation:  
 wAxIAA TT −=+ )( µ , (18) 
whereas A is the Jacobian-matrix, which includes the first derivations of the function )(XF , 
and the matrix I  is the identity matrix. The vector w  contains the residuals of the function. 
The vector of increments x  is the so-called damped Newton step and µ , ( )0≥µ , is the 
damping parameter, which influences the direction and the size of the specific step. The scalar 
µ  has to be set one-times in dependence on the confidence of the approximation values under 
the condition (Marquardt, 1963): 
 
kk Ω<Ω +1   (19) 
whereas Ω  is the function of minimisation at the k th iteration. 
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For all 0>µ  it ensures that x  converges along the direction of the minimum because the 
coefficient matrix A  is positive definite. Furthermore, a large value of µ  means that the 
matrix is diagonal-dominated and the current solutin is far from the correct one. The method 





1−≅  (20) 
On the other hand, for a very small value of µ  the algorithm switches to the Gauß-Newton-
Method and gets (almost) quadratic convergence (Madsen et al., 2004) because it is 
 ( ) ( )AAIAA TT ≅+ µ   (21) 
and therefore 
 ( ) wAAAx TT 1−−≅ . (22) 
At each iteration the error reduction will be verified (quod vide equation 19) and the damping 
parameter adjusted. If the current step failed to reduce the errors, the damping parameter will 
have to be increased. Otherwise µ  will be reduced. For this reason the Levenberg-Marqu dt-
Algorithm is adaptive (Lourakis, 2005) and provides r liable (robust) values. 
A detailed analyse of the Levenberg-Marquardt-Algorithm is published by 
(Madsen et al., 2004). For further information the interested reader is referred to this paper. 
Additionally, there is described an implementation of this algorithm. Furthermore, a short 
description and an improved implementation in C/C++ under the terms of the GNU General 
Public License are published by (Lourakis, 2005).  
4. CONCLUSION 
We have derived an alternative procedure to compute the invariant reference point of a VLBI 
radio telescope without circle fitting. The algorithm estimates the reference point and also the 
antenna parameters “eccentricity” and “inclination” with respect to the telescope restrictions 
in a closed model. It is possible to reduce the station's downtime because the mathematical 
model does not require observations from predefined telescope positions as it is needed for 
circle-fitting. Instead, the observation-data-refernced telescope-orientation is needed. This 
can be easily archived by combining time-stamped tachymeter (or laser tracker) data with the 
telescope observation protocol. Investigations proved that the determination of the reference 
point and the additional parameters will not be affected noteworthy by the uncertainty 
introduced by this method of synchronisation, if the data during a source observation is 
gathered, meanwhile the telescope moves very slowly. If all the data, i.e. including that 
gathered during the repositioning of telescope to an ther source, is used, a sufficient 
synchronisation can be achieved by using a trigger signal of the telescope’s control clock, 
which triggers the laser tracker (Juretzko et al, 2008). In both ways of doing, a reference point 
determination could be carried out while the intrinsic station process is working. Our further 
work will focus on the economic efficiency by practical applications of different measurement 
equipment, culminating e.g. in active (i.e. self-orienting) reflector hubs. 
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In addition, we presented the damped Newton method called Levenberg-Marquardt-
Algorithm for the determination of approximate values, which is an efficient technique for 
non-linear least-square problems because it provides reliable values. This damped Newton 
method is a hybrid method to solve the non-linear problem. It is a combination of the steepest 
descent method and the Gauß-Newton-Method. 
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